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ISSUES AND ANSWERS 

 
DURING THE PERIOD OCTOBER 1ST, 2023 – DECEMBER 31ST, 2023  

THE FOLLOWING ISSUES AND PROBLEMS WERE AMONG THOSE ADDRESSED BY WSB-AM: 

 
POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS / CURRENT EVENTS 

 
HEALTH 

 
RACE RELATIONS 

 
COMMUNITY/EDUCATION  

 
CHILD / YOUNG ADULT  

 
FINANCE / BUSINESS / TECHNOLOGY 
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WSB-AM 
 
OCOTBER 1ST, 2023 – DECEMBER 31ST, 2023 
 
LIST OF PROGRAMS  AIRTIMES  LENGTH  PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
 
PERSPECTIVES   SUN 6:00AM  25 MINUTES  LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM 
 
 
HEALTH TALK ATLANTA SUN 7PM – 9PM 2 HOURS  LOCALLY PRODUCED PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAM 
                                                                         DEALING WITH ISSUES PERTAINING TO HEALTH.  
 
 
THE VON HAESSLER DOCT. M-F 4PM-7PM  3 HOURS  LOCALLY PRODUCED TALK SHOW FOCUSING ON  
          CURRENT LOCAL, COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT 
          ISSUES. 
 
THE MARK ARUM SHOW M-F 9AM-12PM 3 HOURS  LOCALLY PRODUCED TALK SHOW FOCUSING ON 
          CURRENT LOCAL, COMMUNITY AND GOVERNMENT 
          ISSUES. 
 
 
*EXCEPT WHEN PRE-EMPTED BY PLAY-BY-PLAY SPORTS 
* DURING THE MONTH OF APRIL, THE VON HAESSLER DOCT AIRED M-F 9A-12P. THE MARK ARUM SHOW AIRED M-F 4P – 7P.  
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PROGRAMMING:  
IN ADDITION TO THE DESCRIPTIVE PROGRAMS LISTED ON THE PREVIOUS PAGE, WSB’S NEWS/TALK FORMAT PROVIDES A FORUM/VENUE 
TO ADDRESS ISSUES OF CONCERN TO ATLANTA, WSB-AM’S CITY OF LICENSE ON A DAILY BASIS. 
 
24- HOUR NEWS COVERAGE- 
WSB AIRS 4 HOURS OF NEWS EVERY MORNING AND ONE HOUR OF NEWS EVERY AFTERNOON, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.  WSB ALSO 
AIRS 11 MINUTES OF NEWS PER HOUR FROM 9 AM THROUGH 12 MIDNIGHT, SUNDAY THROUGH SATURDAY.  WSB AIRS 5 MINUTES OF 
NEWS PER HOUR DURING THE REMAINING HOURS…” WHEN THE NEWS BREAKS…WE BREAK IN” 
 
MONDAY - FRIDAY PROGRAMMING: 
ATLANTA'S MORNING NEWS WITH CHRIS CHANDLER- 5AM - 9AM MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY - IS A MIX OF NEWS, WEATHER, TRAFFIC, 
SPORTS, AND INFORMATION FEATURING SCOTT SLADE AND THE NEWS/TALK WSB NEWS, WEATHER AND TRAFFIC TEAM.  THE PROGRAM 
FEATURES UPDATES ON THE TOP LOCAL AND NATIONAL STORIES, UPDATED NEWS FROM OVERNIGHT, WEATHER PROVIDED BY A STAFF 
METEOROLOGIST, AIRBORNE TRAFFIC REPORTING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE WSB THE TRAFFIC CENTER, AND UPDATES ON OVERNIGHT 
SPORTS AND SCORES. 
 
ERICK ERICKSON: 12PM - 3PM – ERICKSON, EDITOR OF REDSTATE.COM HOSTS A TWO-HOUR NEWS AND INFORMATION TALK SHOW 
WHERE HE DISCUSSES LOCAL ISSUES AND NATIONAL POLITICS WITH EMPHASIS ON HIS CONSERVATIVE POINT OF VIEW.WHEN BREAKING 
NEWS WARRANTS, NEWS/TALK WSB WILL BREAK FORMAT AND PRODUCE A SPECIAL HOUR OF NEWS PROGRAMMING SIMILAR TO AN 
HOUR OF ATLANTA’S MORNING NEWS WITH UPDATED NEWS, WEATHER AND TRAFFIC.  
 
SEAN HANNITY SHOW: 3PM - 4PM – NATIONALLY SYNDICATED ISSUES ORIENTED TALK PROGRAM WITH MAJOR EMPHASIS ON POLITICS 
AND GOVERNMENT HOSTED BY SEAN HANNITY. WE AIR THE FINAL HOUR OF SEAN’S THREE-HOUR PROGRAM FROM 10PM-12AM. 
 
SHELLEY WYNTER SHOW 7P – 10P – THE SHELLEY WYNTER BLENDS POP CULTURE, POLITICS, AND THE ATLANTA SCENE INTO AN AUDIO 
THRILL RIDE OF VOICES AND OPINION. HE BRINGS HIS HUMOR, INSIGHT AND UNIQUE VIEWPOINTS TO THE STORIES THAT ARE ON YOUR 
MIND EVERY NIGHT. 
 
 
*EVENING AND WEEKEND PROGRAMS ARE SUBJECT TO PRE-EMPTION FOR LIVE PLAY-BY-PLAY SPORTS,  
  (University of Georgia Football and Basketball) 
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CONTINUING RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY WSB SHOWS THAT TWO OF THE PRIMARY REASONS PEOPLE LISTEN TO 

THE RADIO ARE FOR WEATHER AND TRAFFIC INFORMATION.   

WSB AIRS OVER 400 WEATHER UPDATES AND OVER 300 TRAFFIC UPDATES DURING AN AVERAGE WEEK. 
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WSB-AM 
Ascertainment Statement 

 
WSB develops on-air programming to address issues of significant concern to Atlanta and its surrounding 
communities. 
 
Our news/talk format allows the radio station to address issues of concern in our city of license daily.  Issues oriented 
programming aired daily includes the Von Haessler Doctrine, the Clark Howard Show, and the Erick Erickson Show. 
 
WSB airs 4 hours of news and information Monday through Friday morning.  In addition, WSB airs eleven minutes of 
news per hour from 9am until 12 midnight Monday through Saturday.  WSB-AM carries 5 minutes of news per hour in 
the remaining hours.  
 
On a quarterly basis, WSB produces long-form special assignment reports on issues of community concern.  Recent 
topics have included gangs, same-sex marriage, and eating disorders. 
 
WSB broadcasts two community affairs programs.  “Perspectives” addresses multicultural issues.  “Health Talk 
Atlanta” addresses health issues. 
 
Issues on these programs are ascertained through interviews with community leaders, representatives of charitable 
and civic organizations, and those individuals making a difference in our listening area.  WSB also solicits community 
input during its public affairs programming and via the radio station’s website. 
 
Producers for news/talk programs and for the community/public affairs programs are required to provide, in writing, 
details about each program topic, guests, and how listeners may obtain additional information about the issue. 
 
The WSB programming specialist compiles all data for the station’s quarterly reports under the supervision of the 
assistant program director for WSB- who is responsible for the ascertainment process.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS 

 
o 11/17: 95.5 WSB Triple Team Traffic Food Drive for Atlanta Community Food Bank 
o December: Clark’s Christmas Kids in partnership with Dept of Children and Family Services 
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WSB-AM ISSUES & PROGRAMS – 4TH QTR 2023 

 
The following summarizes a representative sample of programming that provided the most significant treatment of community 
issues during the past quarter.  Programming frequently deals with more than one issue. 
 
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION  
POLITICS /GOVERNMENT / FOREIGN AFFAIRS / CURRENT EVENTS 
 
The Von Haessler Doctrine – 3 Hours   / The Mark Arum Show – 3 Hours 
10-2-2023: Correspondent Linda Kenyon in Washington on government shutdown, Bill Caiaccio reports on UGA football. 
 
10-2-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Tom Hanks’ new AI version displaying a fake dental plan. Then the gang 
talked about some Dems that are insisting you vote for Biden or else. They even talked about Megan Markle considering a run for office. 
 
10-3-2023: CBS radio correspondent Scott MacFarlane on ousting Kevin McCarthy as Speaker of the house, actor Michael Rappaport plugs his 
City Winery gig and updates actor’s strike. 
10-3-2023 Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Kevin McCarthy being removed as House speaker. Then the gang talked 
about the new Stevie Nicks-themed Barbie. They even talked about the new #snailgirl trend that’s taking the internet the by storm.  
 
10-4-2023: Drew Garabo thoughts on Matt Gaetz, Phil Holloway with details on the latest Hunter Biden and Donald Trump trials, CBS news radio 
Scott MacFarlane was live during Kevin McCarthy being booted from Speaker of the house, GA congressman Barry Loudermilk and ousting Kevin 
McCarthy. 
 
10-4-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about America’s first reaction to not having a Speaker of the House. Then the gang 
moved on and talked about Paris being infested with bedbugs. They even talked about a new study saying couples who meet on dating apps are 
less happy in marriages.  
 
10-5-2023: comedian Mo Rocca plugs his new podcast Mobituaries. 
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10-5-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Taylor Swift leaving New York to head out to Travis Kelce’s birthday. Then 
the gang moved on and talked about the latest controversy with the Ukraine war. They even talked about Donald Trump’s followers being 
targeted by the FBI as the 2024 election nears.  
 
10-6-2023: braves broadcaster Peter Moylan previews playoffs, CBS Correspondent Linda Kenyon talks speaker of the house, Pinky Cole of Slutty 
Vegan previews new menu. 
10-6-2023 Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about people being a bigger problem than AI. Then the gang talked about some 
hilarious tweets from women. They even talked about Roger Waters’ new album.  
 
10-9-2023: CBS radio news reporter Robert Berger live in Israel, GA state representative Esther Panitch speaks on Jewish community after Israel 
attacks, Military Analyst and retired Army Colonel Jeff McCausland. 
 
10-9-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Kirby Smart not knowing the hit song “wrecking ball from Miley Cyrus. Then 
the gang moved on and talked about Will Ferrell showing up at his son’s frat at USC to DJ. They even talked about some of the other big college 
football upsets. 
 
10-10-2023: reporter Linda Gradstein live from Jerusalem, WaPo contributor Leigh Ann Caldwell with insight on Israel aid being tied to Ukraine 
aid. 
 
10-10-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the new Krispy Kreme opening up on Ponce De Leon. Then the gang moved 
on and talked about Biden’s younger brother, Frank getting caught with a naked selfie on the internet. They even talked about Wall Street not 
knowing what to do with the strange bond market. 
 
10-11-2023: representative Esther Panitch Sandy Springs Israel support event, Emory law professor Michael Maier hostage & conflict law, White 
House Reporter Linda Kenyon with Israel updates, Clark Howard has Prime Day deal info, Peter Greenberg with travel tips to the Mid East. 
 
10-11-2023: EVH had the day off, but the Doctrinaires held things down! They opened the show talking about the exciting solar eclipse that is 
expected to cross middle America this weekend. Then the gang moved on and talked about the new slang words used by Gen Z. They even 
talked about Mario Lopez blasting Gavin Newsome for banning candy. 
 
10-12-2023: Emory Professor Emeritus Middle Eastern History & Policial Science AND President for Center of Israel Education Dr Ken Stein gives 
a history of Israel, Correspondent Scott MacFarlane on Speaker of the House battle, WSBTV reporter Darren Moore reports on stabbing a 
Hartsfield Jackson, Taylor Duncan explains Alternative Baseball Organization for special needs players. 
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10-12-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about National Free Thought Day. Then the gang moved on and talked about the 
Powerball winning ticket being sold in California. They even talked about the Braves playing Game 3 of the NLDS. 
 
10-13-2023: CBS correspondent Robert Berger live in Jerusalem, CBS reporter Linda Gradstein live in Jerusalem, KSU professor Kerwin Swint with 
speaker of the House details, Henry Winkler new book and Atlanta appearance. 
 
10-13-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show in front of a live studio audience for the WSB Care-A-Thon! They opened with lots of fun 
and games and then talked about the real homeless problem impacting lots of cities around the US. They even talked about a butterfly bandit 
who was stealing 
 
10-16-2023: reporter Robert Berger live in Jerusalem, UN correspondent Pamela Falk on Israel. 
 
10-16-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the pros and cons of raking leaves in your lawn. Then the gang moved on 
and talked about how the Falcons plan to rebound after losing to the Commanders. They even talked about the new way to stop aging.  
 
10-17-2023: CBS reporter Linda Gradstein live in Jerusalem, Emory professor David Schweidel with social media impact on Israel, Scott Slade 
highlights Georgia politics. 
 
10-17-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the idea of George W. Bush being the new Speaker of the House. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about how deepfake porn is out of control. They even talked about the details for the 3rd Republican debate.  
 
10-18-2023: Clark Howard gives holiday flight travel tips. 
 
10-18-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Millie Bobby Brown’s latest social media post that went viral. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about Biden’s trip to Israel. They even talked about how ice cream and potato chips are just as addictive as cocaine or 
heroin.  
 
10-19-2023: Senator Jon Ossoff with insight on Israel and updates on Medicare for Seniors, colonel Jeff McCauslan with the latest on military 
action in Israel, legal analyst Phil Holloway explains why Sidney Powell pleading guilty, travel expert Peter Greenberg on how Delta changed their 
loyalty program. 
 
10-19-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Eric’s big writeup in Barrett News Media. Then the gang moved on and 
talked about BTS unveiling their new concert video. They even talked about a woman who became the first human to be fitted with a bone and 
nerve-fused bionic limb.  
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10-20-2023: CBS reporter Robert Berger live in Israel. 
 
10-20-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Kamala Harris’ 55th birthday. Then the gang moved on and talked about the 
conspiracy theory involving Joe Biden’s chin. They even talked about another one of Trump’s lawyers pleading guilty in the Georgia election 
interference trial. 
 
10-23-2023: CBS reporter Linda Gradstein live in Israel with news on hostage release, Legal analyst Thane Rosenbaum details on Fulton County 
plea deal. 
 
10-23-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Taylor Swift and Travis Kelce sharing their first kiss on social media. Then 
the gang moved on and talked about Liz Cheney not ruling out a 2024 presidential race. They even talked about a rare negative review about the 
Rolling Stones new album.  
 
10-24-2023: Cheri Levitan of Kenes Tours helped get local students our of Israel, CBS reporter Wendy Gillette details on the Speaker of the House 
race, legal analyst Phil Holloway explains Jenna Ellis plea deal, musician Graham Nash has book, new album and tour. 
 
10-24-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about teens wanting to be tracked by their parents… bucking what teenagers 
usually do. Then the gang talked about Elon Musk wanting to change Wikipedia’s name to Dickipedia. They even talked about Tom Emmer 
dropping out of the speaker’s race.  
 
10-25-2023: Marks asks callers why they might be antisemitic.  
 
10-25-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Trump getting fined 10,000 dollars for violating a judge’s gag order. Then 
the gang moved on and talked about Rep. Mike Johnson being voted as the latest House Speaker. They even talked about how many Americans 
are feeling lonely.  
 
10-26-2023: Lt. Gov Jones proposes teachers carry guns in school, spokesperson for the National Police Association Sgt Betsy Smith with insight 
on manhunt for shooter in Maine, Clark Howard with early Christmas deals. 
 
10-26-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about new chairs arriving to the WSB studios. Then the gang moved on and 
talked about how often you should wash your jeans. They even talked about The Beatles getting ready to drop their latest single, ‘Now and 
Then’ next week.  
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10-27-2023: CMG reporter Samantha Manning reports with Maine shooter updates, CBS reporter Linda Gradstein live in Jerusalem, former NFL 
player Andre Rison talks a new biopic, WSBTV reporter Justin Gray with hacked gift cards, Cassidy Hutchinson plugs new book, comedian Billy 
Gardell performing at the Punchline. 
 
10-27-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Taylor Swift’s new album that dropped at Midnight. Then the gang moved 
on and talked about Chris Godwin missing a perfect Hail Mary throw to lose to the Bills in a heartbreaker. They even talked about the Adderall 
shortage and how it’s impacting young Americans.  
 
10-30-2023: Christina Edwards give a Halloween weather preview; Erick Erickson breaks down Pence pulling out of the presidential race. 
 
10-30-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about why people are so afraid of clowns as we approach Halloween. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about the Pentagon announcing a new bomb that is 24 more times powerful than the one dropped on Hiroshima. 
They even talked about the Falcons’ QB problem.  
 
10-31-2023: Sgt Wilcox of Perry GA warning signs of a scam, USA Today reporter Trevor Hughes with a story on disappearing seafood from 
oceans, AJC reporter Alexis Stevens details on WGU shooting.  
 
10-31-2023 Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Kamala Harris guaranteeing re-election in 2024. Then the gang moved on 
and talked about Biden unveiling the US government’s first ever AI executive order. If that’s not enough, they even talked about all the candy 
that kids will be eating for Halloween.  
 
11-1-2023: CBS radio correspondent Linda Gradstein live with Jerusalem updates, CBS military consultant Jeff McCausland Israel updates, WSB 
legal analyst Phi Holloway braves player being sued after being hit by ball. 
 
11-1-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Tim Cook, the CEO of Apple’s birthday. Then the gang moved on and talked 
about the implications of oral sex on a human throat. They even talked about Taylor Heinicke’s Halloween costume going viral.  
 
11-2-2023: author Mark Goodman tease new book about forgiveness, Gov Brian Kemp talks relations with Israel and ongoing gas tax exemption. 
 
11-2-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Atlanta being ranked the second-best city for creatives to work in. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about Gen Z falling for more online scams then their boomer grandparents. They even talked about Eric’s fickle bugs 
in his basement.  
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11-3-2023: AJC reporter Meris Lutz reports on banning fishing in rivers, CBS radio news correspondent Wendy Gillette details on crypto fraud, 
WSBTV reporter Justin Gray skimmer scam, Atlanta community food bank CEO Kyle Waide upcoming food bank drives. 
 
11-3-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about DeSantis' shoes, the SBF guilty verdict, old lady rejection, and much more! 
 
11-6-2023: CBS news correspondent Robert Berger live with updates from Jerusalem, Erick Erickson provides insight on Trumps testimony. 
 
11-7-2023: Linda Gradstein live from Jerusalem, WSB reporter Michelle Wright comments on Disney, Scott Slade talks election day, political 
analyst Stephen Lawson from Full Focus Communications preview GOP debate. 
 
11-7-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Speaker of the House Mike Johnson. Specifically, they covered his 
monitoring of his son’s use of pornography. Then the gang moved on and talked about cannabis used being linked with an increased risk of heart 
attack or stroke.  
 
11-8-2023: congressman Rich McCormick and censure of Rashida Talib. 
 
11-8-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the global wellness economy reaching a record $5.6 trillion dollars. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about US hospitals turning to the gig economy instead of ‘man’ power. They event talked about shoplifting in Dallas 
reaching a record high.  
 
11-9-2023: actor Ethan Embry talks end of the SAG AFTRA strike, WSBTV sports reporter Alison Mastrangelo Braves losing coach Ron 
Washington to Angels, CDC director Dr Mandy Cohen. 
 
11-9-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the 3rd GOP debate and the CMAs. Then the gang moved on and talked 
about Trump doing his counter-debate programming with a rally nearby. They even talked about the mystery of the ‘Stick Man’ on Led 
Zeppelin’s album cover.  
 
11-10-2023: CBS News correspondent Robert Berger live in Jerusalem, Brent Taylor of Camp Southern Ground has details of Warrior Week, 
comedian Craig Shoemaker promotes his weekend show, political analyst Stephen Lawson from Full Focus Communications what will Joe Machin 
not running again mean for the senate. 
 
11-10-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the prospect of bars being opened up until 4:00am instead of 2:30am. 
Then the gang moved on and talked about Yung Thug’s RICO case in Fulton County. They even talked about a divorced couple’s dog being 
considered a family member.  
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11-13-2023: Darren Adam live in Iceland watching earthquake and volcano activity, KNX reporter Jon Baird has details on Interstate collapses in 
LA, Erick Erickson theories on why Tim Scott dropped out of the presidential race and looming govt shutdown, legal analyst Thane Rosenbaum 
explains latest legal issues from Donald Trump. 
 
11-13-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Trump’s use of the word ‘vermin’ and the comparisons being made to 
other historical leaders. Then the gang moved on and talked about Tim Scott dropping out of the 2024 presidential race. They even talked about 
how cutting 1 teaspoon of salt works as well as blood pressure meds. 
 
11-14-2023: WSB reporter Jonathan Obrien at “cop city” protest, CBS News reporter Linda Gradstein live in Jerusalem, Scott Slade thoughts on 
Cop City, Bloomberg political news director Jodi Schneider previews Biden Xi meeting in China. 
 
11-14-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Fulton County investigators asking for an emergency seal of evidence after 
a video leak. Then the gang moved on and talked about a new supercomputer aiming for an unbelievable new achievement. They even talked 
about Andre 3000 announcing a release of a new album. 
 
11-15-2023: WSB legal analyst Phil Holloway with the latest in Trump RICO case in Atlanta, CBS Radio News DC correspondent Allison Keyes gives 
details on avoiding the govt shutdown. 
 
11-15-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Jimmy Kimmel being announced as the Oscars host for a second year in a 
row. Then the gang moved on and talked about how to properly get ready for different political ideologies at the Thanksgiving table. They even 
talked about how flexible work hours can make your heart 10 years younger. 
 
11-16-2023: Senator Jon Ossoff speaks Israel, the govt shutdown, infrastructure bill, CBS news reporter Linda Gradstein live in Israel with 
hostage update. 
 
11-16-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the possible Starbucks ‘red cup’ strike happening. Then the gang moved on 
and talked about Gene Simmons insisting that Kiss will continue beyond their last date. They even talked about the Patriot Awards on Fox News.  
 
11-20-2023: CBS Radio News reporter Linda Gradstein live in Jerusalem, Erick Erickson updates upcoming presidential election polls, WSBTV 
reporter Tom Regan AI scammers. 
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11-20-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Joe Biden’s 81st birthday. Then the gang moved on and talked about Biden 
granting turkey justice as Liberty and Bell ride the gravy train to the White House. They even talked about Biden getting Taylor Swift and Britney 
Spears confused in a turkey joke. 
 
11-21-2023: Michelle Wrights has Hartsfield Jackson Thanksgiving travel update, GDOT rep Natalie Dale with Thanksgiving travel update, 
Bloomberg radio news reporter Henry Meyer reports on Hamas truce live in Dubai, Scott Slade remembers meeting Rosalyn Carter, CEO of GA 
Gives Karen Beavor encourages charitable donations to Giving Tuesday. 
 
11-21-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about how Atlanta could get more rain today than in the last 5 weeks. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about how it’s okay to indulge on Thanksgiving. They even talked about a new weight loss drug that can help you 
digest your food quicker. 

 
11-22-2023: CBS news reporter Linda Gradstein updates hostage release in Israel/Gaza, former baseball shortstop Omar Vizquel talks Ronald 
Acuna future. 
 
11-27-2023: CBS news reporter Linda Gradstein live in Jerusalem with details on prisoner swap, Erick Erickson with theories on Biden running 
again. 
 
11-27-2023 Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Colorado banning the term ‘fatphobia.’ Then the gang moved on and talked 
about how long you can keep your Thanksgiving leftovers in the fridge. They even talked about what young voters want in 2024. 
 
11-28-2023: Jonathan Obrien live a Rosalyn Carter memorial service, CBS Radio News reporter Jim Krasula has updates on Vermont shooting, 
CBS News reporter Mark Strassman live at Rosalyn Carter funeral, FBI Agents Tony Thomas & Jenna Sausalito talks Christmas scams. 
 
11-28-2023 Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Robert De Niro complaining at the Gotham Awards that his speech was 
edited. Then the gang moved on and talked about Jared’s AI edited Christmas songs. They even talked about Sports Illustrated publishing articles 
by fake, AI-generated writers. 
 
11-29-2023: Washington Post journalist Ben Strauss reports on Sports Illustrator using AI, political analyst Stephen Lawson with theories on Nikki 
Haley’s republican run. 
 
11-29-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the possible return of Georgia’s gas tax. Then the gang moved on and 
talked about Cher getting brutally honest about aging, saying she’s “not a fan.” They even talked about Red Lobster’s ‘endless’ shrimp deal 
surpassing expectations.  
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11-30-2023: Kennesaw State University Professor Kerwin Swint thoughts on Henry Kissinger passing, CBS News reporter Linda Gradstein live in 
Jerusalem, Comedian Modi, author & Vanderbilt Professor Thomas Schwartz more details on Henry Kissinger. 
 
11-30-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the big Red and Blue Hannity debate in Alpharetta. Then the gang moved 
on and talked about Phish becoming the next artist to play in the Vegas Sphere. They even talked about some fears with Apple’s Namedrop 
feature.  
 
12-1-2023: Clark Howard promotes Clark’s Christmas Kids, Michelle Wright with a story about students overdosing on fentanyl, WSB Legal 
Analyst Phil Holloway updates latest Donald Trump trial, Bloomberg senior editor Wendy Benjaminson updates George Santos outing. 
 
12-1-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Athens being ranked as one of the top cities for Gen Zers. Then the gang 
moved on and talked about UGA’s plan to beat Alabama. They even talked about the ugly Hall and Oates breakup.  
 
12-4-2023: Ken Charles talks college football playoffs, WSB Health reporter Sabrina Cupit with details on Clark Howard’s heart surgery, WSB legal 
analyst Phil Holloway breaks down Tex McIver murder trial, Erick Erickson explains redrawn congressional maps, local entrepreneur Matthew 
Tevisch with new sock technology. 
 
12-4-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about KISS’ final show in New York City. Then the gang moved on and talked about 
cord cutters surpassing people paying for cable for the first time ever. They even talked about Doug Burgum suspending his presidential 
campaign.  
 
12-5-2023: CBS radio news correspondent Linda Gradstein live in Jerusalem, Scott Slade’s opinion on redrawing congressional map, Veronica 
Waters with updates from court room on Tex McIVer. 
 
12-5-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Election Day in Georgia and all the special runoffs going on around the state. 
Then the gang moved on and talked about Atlanta being ranked as one of the top 5 ‘most fun’ cities. They even talked about how Americans are 
‘doom spending’ with guest, Wes Moss.  
 
12-6-2023: CBS military consultant Jeff McCausland updates Ukrainian funding. 
 
12-6-2023 Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Chris Christie’s niece being charged for getting intoxicated and fighting 
people at the New Orleans airport. Then the gang moved on and talked about Norman Leer passing away and all of his successes. They even 
talked about how unhealthy juice cleanses are.  
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12-7-2023: Maggie Hale of Surge Marketing talks increased insurance car rates in Georgia. 
 
12-7-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the big GOP debate and who the winners and losers were. Then the gang 
moved on and talked about the CDC recommending people wear masks again. They even talked about who’s being bought and paid for in the 
political world.  
 
12-8-2023: CBS Radio News reporter Peter King talks rise of antisemitism, comedian Sarah Tiana promotes her show at the Punchline, UGA 
Professor Charles Bullock explains redrawn congressional maps, Monie Love talks 50 years of Hip Hop. 
 
12-8-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about the Peach Drop being cancelled again in Underground Atlanta. Then the 
gang moved on and talked about a hole opening up on the Sun. They even talked about how NASA may pay up to $1 billion dollars to destroy the 
ISS effectively.  
 
12-11-2023: Rebecca Jennings with a recap of Clark’s Christmas Kids, CBS Radio news reporter Linda Gradstein live in Israel, Erick Erickson talks 
poll numbers for Biden, tom Houck Atlanta Civil Rights tour guide. 
 
12-11-2023 Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about new CNN polls saying that Trump is leading by a broad margin in Michigan 
and Georgia. Then the gang moved on and talked about 7 mindful tips for holiday drinking during this season. They even talked about how 
exercise may be the key to living longer.  
 
12-12-2023: UN correspondent Pamela Falk reporting about US vetoing Gaza ceasefire, Scott Slade with info on inflation in Georgia. 
 
12-12-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about a newly discovered species of Dolphin that has thumbs being found near 
Greece. Then the gang moved on and talked about the idea that social media may be killing comedy. They even talked about the Fed saying that 
rate hikes are likely over. 
  
12-13-2023: CBS radio news legal analyst Thane Rosenbaum Giuliani and Trump legal issues, automotive correspondent Jeff Gilbert explains 
Tesla recall. 
 
12-13-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about how the Von Haessler Doctrine was ranked the 2nd best talk show in the 
country. Then the gang moved on and talked about how annoying these blow-up Santa’s popping up around Atlanta are. They even talked 
about artistic nudity and much more.  
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12-14-2023: Andrew Gobeil of Hartsfield Jackson airport talks travel tips this holiday season. 
 
12-14-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about talking about Jill Biden’s weird Christmas décor. Then the gang moved on 
and talked about Mickey Mouse getting ready to fall out of the public domain. They even talked about how to get through the crazy/chaotic 
December new Moon. 
 
12-15-2023: CBS Radio News Scott MacFarlane explains Rudy Giuliani defamation case, WSB legal analyst Phil Holloway how jury will reward 
Giuliani civil suit. 
 
12-15-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Rudy Giuliani being made to pay $148 million in Georgia election worker 
defamation case. Then the gang moved on and talked about Georgia and Alabama reaching a truce in the ‘water wars.’ They even talked about a 
Florida man who refused to pay for his Waffle House tattoo.  
 
12-18-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about Arthur Smith’s embarrassing new conference after losing to the Panthers. 
Then the gang moved on and talked about how voters want something different in 2024. They even talked about Billie Eilish and Keith Richards 
birthday.  
 
12-19-202: Eric and the Doctrinaires held the annual Christmas show! They and special guests celebrated their last day working in 2023 and had 
a Merry time! 
 
12-20-2023: Tim and Jared guest hosted! They talked about timely etiquette during the holidays. Then they talked about a protest erupting 
inside Manuels Tavern at North Ave. They even talked about Trump being disqualified from the Colorado state ballot.  
 
12-21-2023: Eric and the Doctrinaires opened the show talking about how apes remember other apes. Then they talked about NYE plans. They 
even talked about the 1st day of Winter and what their Winter plans are. 
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ISSUES & DESCRIPTION      DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
HEALTH        

10-1-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: 7 Worst Foods for your brain health 
Dr Joe discussed what he feels are the 7 worst foods for brain health. He covered how the foods may work against your brain health goals 
especially if you include them in your diet frequently. Show content was also driven by callers with general health related questions. 
 

10-1-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: An Evening of Reckoning and Rising with V (formerly Eve Ensler) 
On Sunday, October 8th, V (formerly Eve Ensler) , the Tony Award-winning, best-selling author of The Vagina Monologues and Reckoning, will 
host an Evening of Reckoning and Rising at the Carter Center to celebrate V’s newest book Reckoning and the 25th anniversary of the V-Day 
movement to end violence against women, gender expansive people and the Earth. The benefit event will include readings and remarks from V 
(formerly Eve Ensler), V-Day Board Members Rosario Dawson, Jane Fonda, Maya Penn & Pat Mitchell; City of Joy Co-Founder and Director of V-
Day Congo Christine Schuler Deschryver, Joaquina Kalukango, Dr. Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa, Laura Turner Seydel and Paige Alexander. 
 

10-8-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Medical myths to leave behind 
Dr Joe conversed about medical myths that the population needs to leave behind. In addition to the main topic Dr Joe also answered questions 
from callers about the topic or general health related questions. 
 

10-15-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Ways to improve your gut health 
Dr Joe covered multiple ways that people can improve their gut health and what to avoid. Show content was also provided by live callers with 
questions pertaining to the subject as well as various other health related questions.  
 

10-15-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Scarlet Veil and Believe My Pain 
The weather is cooler. Halloween is near and it's a great time to curl up by the fire with a good book. We start the show this week with a brief 
conversation with New York Times best-selling author Shelby Mahurin. Her latest book is The Scarlet Veil. It's a dark and thrilling vampire 
romance set in the world of Mahurin's Serpent & Dove series of tales. Next, we talk with Dr. Tabia Akintobi, Professor and Chair of Community 
Health and Preventive Medicine at Morehouse School of Medicine. MSM has partnered with the makers of Advil for the "Advil Pain Equity 
Project." It is a multi-year commitment to help address pain inequity and racial bias in the diagnosis and treatment of pain. The initial campaign, 
"Believe My Pain" tells the stories of people who've experienced pain inequity. A survey of 2000 Americans found that 93-percent of Black 
individuals report pain impacting their day-to-day life. 83-percent report a negative experience when seeking help managing their pain, and 
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three of four say they believe there is bias in how pain is diagnosed and treated. This project will also lead to a course at MSM to educate 
medical students on pain equity. 
 

10-23-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: How dietary intervention lifts depression 
Dr Joe discussed how dietary intervention can lift depression. He also discussed how sugar specifically takes a toll on your mental health. The 
show content was also driven by callers about this topic or general health questions. 
 

10-29-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show: Dr Joe’s seven steps for optimal health 
Dr Joe articulated what he feels are the seven steps people should take to obtain optimal health. Show content was also driven by callers about 
this topic or general health related questions. 
 

11-5-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show:  Over 50? These problems can sneak up on you 
Dr Joe discussed ways to outsmart your age and reduce the likelihood of getting high blood pressure, diabetes and other health conditions. 
Show content was also provided by live callers with health-related questions. 
 

11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Burning Out on the COVID Frond Lines: A Doctor's Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in the Pandemic 
On February 23, 2020, Dhaval Desai and his wife, Yogita, welcomed their new son into the world. With the arrival of Kaveh to join his four-year-
old sister Kaiya, their family at last felt complete. “A promising year lay ahead,” he reflected. Yes, it would be chaotic—both physicians, Dhaval 
and Yogita would now have to juggle two demanding careers with the demands of an infant and a preschooler—but nothing they couldn’t 
handle. Then, a new virus arrived. In BURNING OUT ON THE COVID FRONT LINES: A Doctor’s Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in 
the Pandemic Dhaval R. Desai, M.D., offers an honest account of his life, his work, and his state of mind and well-being from March 9, 2020, 
when he returned. after a ten-day paternity leave, to his job at a large Atlanta hospital, through nearly three years of unprecedented chaos. As a 
frontline physician and healthcare leader, a devoted father to a “pandemic baby,” and a member of an ethnic minority in the South, Dr. Desai 
shares his unique perspective on the importance of refuting misinformation, reinforcing compassion for all patients, prioritizing self-care for 
healthcare providers, overcoming stigmas related to race, gender, and mental health, and restoring the public’s trust in the medical community. 
 

11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Burning Out on the COVID Frond Lines: A Doctor's Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in the Pandemic 
On February 23, 2020, Dhaval Desai and his wife, Yogita, welcomed their new son into the world. With the arrival of Kaveh to join his four-year-
old sister Kaiya, their family at last felt complete. “A promising year lay ahead,” he reflected. Yes, it would be chaotic—both physicians, Dhaval 
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and Yogita would now have to juggle two demanding careers with the demands of an infant and a preschooler—but nothing they couldn’t 
handle. Then, a new virus arrived. In BURNING OUT ON THE COVID FRONT LINES: A Doctor’s Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in 
the Pandemic Dhaval R. Desai, M.D., offers an honest account of his life, his work, and his state of mind and well-being from March 9, 2020, 
when he returned. after a ten-day paternity leave, to his job at a large Atlanta hospital, through nearly three years of unprecedented chaos. As a 
frontline physician and healthcare leader, a devoted father to a “pandemic baby,” and a member of an ethnic minority in the South, Dr. Desai 
shares his unique perspective on the importance of refuting misinformation, reinforcing compassion for all patients, prioritizing self-care for 
healthcare providers, overcoming stigmas related to race, gender, and mental health, and restoring the public’s trust in the medical community. 
 

11-19-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The Importance of a diverse patient population in clinical trials 
There is simply not enough diversity among the patient population when it comes to clinical trials in health care. It's a problem that's been 
around for many decades. Morehouse School of Medicine is working to make a difference. The African American Heart Study is a collaboration 
between Amgen, the Association of Black Cardiologists (ABC) and the Morehouse School of Medicine. Dr. Elizabeth Ofili, a professor of medicine 
at MSM and practicing cardiologist joins me to explain the new research and discuss the goal of the studio - to measure the association between 
Lipoprotein(a), and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) in 5,000 African American individuals across the United States. ASCVD is 
defined as the buildup of cholesterol plaque in arteries and includes events such as heart attack and stroke. 
 

11-26-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show:  Surprising causes of high cholesterol 
Dr Joe conversed about the surprising causes of high cholesterol and what to avoid. Show content was also driven by callers with general health-
related questions or questions related to the show topic. 
 

11-26-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Brandon Siler: Definition of a Leader 
Brandon Siler played college football at the University of Florida. His impressive pro football career included stops in San Diego and Kansas City. 
Today he's an entrepreneur, author, speaker, and mental health advocate. He founded Legacy Pro Sports with the goal of helping former NFL 
players who are unable to obtain NFL disability benefits. He shares his philosophy of leadership in the book Definition of a Leader. Using 
personal anecdotes, insights from his NFL days and revelations from his time as a Florida Gator, Siler says if you're "okay with being an average 
leader," his book will frustrate you. 
 

11-26-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Let's talk about community health 
Atlanta recently was named the 12th most fit city in America. Atlanta once was in the top 10 and Robert Bunch, CEO of Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Georgia believes Georgia can work its way back into the top 10 when it comes to physical fitness. The ranking is based on real metrics captured 
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by primary care physicians. As the holidays begin and communities enter into the traditional season of "eating, drinking and being merry," Bunch 
shares insights on how everyone in the community can enjoy the holidays without compromising their health. 
 

12-3-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show:  Health Hacks pt1 
Dr Joe discussed his favorite health hacks and tips with listeners. Show content was also produced by live callers with questions about the topic 
as well as general health related questions. 
 

12-10-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show:  Reasons you might have headaches and neck pain 
Dr Joe conversed the most common reasons you may have headaches and neck pain. Dr Joe talked about the common offenders for contributing 
to pain, what to avoid and what to do for relief. Show content was also driven by live callers with questions about the topic and general health 
related issues. 
 

12-17-2023 7:00PM  120:00 
Dr Joe Show:  68 “Healthy” Foods that are terrible for you 
Dr Joe discussed with listeners the most common “healthy” foods that are in fact terrible for you. Show content was also driven by live callers 
with questions about the show topic as well as general health related questions. 
 

12-17-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Dealing with the challenges of infertility 
Infertility is a complex, heart-wrenching condition that, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, affects one in six couples. 
And while infertility is widely perceived as a “women’s issue,” approximately one-third of infertility among heterosexual couples is male-related. 
To aggravate matters, surveys indicate that more than 60 percent of people struggling with infertility do not tell even their close family and 
friends. With INFERTILITIES, A Curation curators and editors Elizabeth Horn, Maria Novotny, and Robin Silbergleid seek to break through the 
silence, shame, stigma, and isolation surrounding trouble with conceiving or bearing a child, while also demonstrating how central creativity is to 
grieving and healing. Through personal stories, vignettes, poetry, and works of visual art, this collection captures the anxiety, fear, frustration, 
anger, stress, and sadness familiar to everyone living with infertility. 
 

12-31-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: As the Sycamore Grows:  
A cabin behind a padlocked gate. No power. No phone. Only Revelation and a .38. A true story of abuse, loss, redemption and hope that winds 
from south Texas to a sycamore tree in Tennessee. Mike escaped his father's fists, but years later glimpsed himself in his father's casket. Ginger 
named the sycamore tree for her son Trent. It grew slowly like independence. This is Ginger's story and Mike's, yet it didn't begin with them. 
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Journalist Jennie Miller Helderman's harrowing narrative takes the reader inside Ginger and Mike's world. She interviewed both the abuse 
survivor, her abuser, family members, friends, and others, who knew the couple. In this special updated edition, Helderman revisits what has 
happened to Ginger in the interim and offers resources for those with violent partners. During Covid-19, cases escalated dramatically, because 
isolation from friends and family is one of the main tools in an abuser's arsenal of weapons.  
 
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
RACE RELATIONS    

10-1-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: An Evening of Reckoning and Rising with V (formerly Eve Ensler) 
On Sunday, October 8th, V (formerly Eve Ensler) , the Tony Award-winning, best-selling author of The Vagina Monologues and Reckoning, will 
host an Evening of Reckoning and Rising at the Carter Center to celebrate V’s newest book Reckoning and the 25th anniversary of the V-Day 
movement to end violence against women, gender expansive people and the Earth. The benefit event will include readings and remarks from V 
(formerly Eve Ensler), V-Day Board Members Rosario Dawson, Jane Fonda, Maya Penn & Pat Mitchell; City of Joy Co-Founder and Director of V-
Day Congo Christine Schuler Deschryver, Joaquina Kalukango, Dr. Tanyaradzwa Tawengwa, Laura Turner Seydel and Paige Alexander. 
 

10-15-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Scarlet Veil and Believe My Pain 
The weather is cooler. Halloween is near and it's a great time to curl up by the fire with a good book. We start the show this week with a brief 
conversation with New York Times best-selling author Shelby Mahurin. Her latest book is The Scarlet Veil. It's a dark and thrilling vampire 
romance set in the world of Mahurin's Serpent & Dove series of tales. Next, we talk with Dr. Tabia Akintobi, Professor and Chair of Community 
Health and Preventive Medicine at Morehouse School of Medicine. MSM has partnered with the makers of Advil for the "Advil Pain Equity 
Project." It is a multi-year commitment to help address pain inequity and racial bias in the diagnosis and treatment of pain. The initial campaign, 
"Believe My Pain" tells the stories of people who've experienced pain inequity. A survey of 2000 Americans found that 93-percent of Black 
individuals report pain impacting their day-to-day life. 83-percent report a negative experience when seeking help managing their pain, and 
three of four say they believe there is bias in how pain is diagnosed and treated. This project will also lead to a course at MSM to educate 
medical students on pain equity. 
 

10-29-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Understanding Jewish Culture 
The current war in Israel renews attention on the conflict between the Israelis and the Palestinians. I invited Rabbi Pinchas Taylor to talk about 
Judaism and its influence. During our conversation he provides a primer on Judaism, what it means to be chosen and the role of the Messiah in 
the Jewish and Christian faith. He explains the conflict in Israel is more than a battle over land and helps listeners to understand why Israel is 
fighting to defeat Hamas. 
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11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 

Perspectives: Is it time to abolish America's Family Court System 
In the early 1900s, America’s cities were teeming with immigrants whose children toiled in factories and lived in overcrowded tenements in 
neighborhoods plagued by disease, poverty, violence, and crime. In response, a group of social reformers embarked on a mission to protect 
children and mold them into productive, law-abiding citizens. Known as child-savers, these overwhelming white and well-off reformers laid the 
therapeutic foundation for family court. At its core was the Great Idea that judges would take the lead and provide, whether preventive or 
rehabilitative, personalized justice for the child. “This mandate to do good was never accomplished, not then and not now,” states Jane M. 
Spinak, a lawyer who has received numerous awards for her work on behalf of children and families. In The End of Family Court: How Abolishing 
the Court Brings Justice to Children and Families, she explores why the Great Idea persists, and how, 120 years after its inception, family court 
fails to do justice and often does great harm to children, their families, and their communities. 
 

11-19-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The Importance of a diverse patient population in clinical trials 
There is simply not enough diversity among the patient population when it comes to clinical trials in health care. It's a problem that's been 
around for many decades. Morehouse School of Medicine is working to make a difference. The African American Heart Study is a collaboration 
between Amgen, the Association of Black Cardiologists (ABC) and the Morehouse School of Medicine. Dr. Elizabeth Ofili, a professor of medicine 
at MSM and practicing cardiologist joins me to explain the new research and discuss the goal of the studio - to measure the association between 
Lipoprotein(a), and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease (ASCVD) in 5,000 African American individuals across the United States. ASCVD is 
defined as the buildup of cholesterol plaque in arteries and includes events such as heart attack and stroke. 
 

12-3-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The social, cultural, and political impact of LeBron James 
LeBron James is the protagonist in two very American tales: one, a success story the nation loves because it shows its benevolence; the other, 
the latest installment in an ongoing chronicle of racial hatred. He’s the poor boy from a “broken” home in a poverty-stricken neighborhood who 
makes good. He’s also the poor Black boy who makes good, then at the apex of his career finds that the N-word has been spray-painted across 
the gate to his home. Despite his unmatched skill, success and popularity, James has never been fully free from the entrenched racism and anti-
blackness in American life. His story, of both success and adversity, represents a larger story of how conflicts and tensions off the court always 
make it into the game and how athletes of color reckon with their ascent to fame while still living in a deeply racist society. In THE BOOK OF 
JAMES: The Power, Politics, and Passion of LeBron, my guest Valerie Babb offers a cultural commentary on anti-blackness in America using the 
NBA all-star, gold medal Olympian, four-time NBA champion, and four-time finals MVP as a sort of case study. 
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12-24-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The College Board launches an AP course in African American History 
the College Board has released the revised framework of Advanced Placement African American Studies, a course that covers an important part 
of American history, culture, and literature. Dr. Brandi Waters - Senior Director, Program Manager, AP African American Studies, College Board 
tells us AP African American Studies is a college-level, interdisciplinary introductory course that covers the history and experiences of African 
Americans in the United States within the broader context of the African diaspora. Through primary sources in history, literature, and the arts, 
students in the course will develop skills across multiple fields, with an emphasis on developing historical, literary, visual, and data analysis skills. 
Students will explore diverse topics such as early African societies and the roots of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, the Great Migration and the 
Civil Rights Movement, and the Black is beautiful movement of the 1970s. This revised framework will be used when the course is formally 
launched in the 2024-25 academic year. 
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
COMMUNITY / EDUCATION     

10-1-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Conserving America's Wildlands: The Vision of Ted Turner 
Most know Ted Turner through his many well documented successes: founder of CNN; Time Person of the Year; winner of The World Series and 
America's Cup; former owner of the Atlanta Braves, TBS, TNT, MGM, Hanna-Barbera, and the Atlanta Hawks. His gargantuan land holdings are 
now the subject of a new book, a very big, new book. Conserving America's Wildlands: The Vision of Ted Turner is a newly published 
compendium of stunning images shot by Ted's photojournalist son, Rhett. The two million acres under Turner land management includes 
everything from alligators and mountain goats to wolves, grizzly bears, and migratory birds in flight. Rhett Turner, Ted’s son, joins to discuss. 
 

10-8-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Even Leaders Need Coaches 
It's a simple fact. Even leaders need coaches. Archie L. Jones, Jr., a Morehouse grad, Atlanta resident, Harvard Business professor, author, 
executive and board director joins is my guest on the show. He's the founder and CEO of NxGen COACH Network, an organization created to 
help and empower the next generation of global leaders, particularly those in underinvested and underrepresented communities. He's just 
launched a new podcast - Training Camp for Leaders with Archie L. Jones. We talk about the goals for his podcast and much more in this episode 
of Perspectives. 
 

10-15-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Scarlet Veil and Believe My Pain 
The weather is cooler. Halloween is near and it's a great time to curl up by the fire with a good book. We start the show this week with a brief 
conversation with New York Times best-selling author Shelby Mahurin. Her latest book is The Scarlet Veil. It's a dark and thrilling vampire 
romance set in the world of Mahurin's Serpent & Dove series of tales. Next, we talk with Dr. Tabia Akintobi, Professor and Chair of Community 
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Health and Preventive Medicine at Morehouse School of Medicine. MSM has partnered with the makers of Advil for the "Advil Pain Equity 
Project." It is a multi-year commitment to help address pain inequity and racial bias in the diagnosis and treatment of pain. The initial campaign, 
"Believe My Pain" tells the stories of people who've experienced pain inequity. A survey of 2000 Americans found that 93-percent of Black 
individuals report pain impacting their day-to-day life. 83-percent report a negative experience when seeking help managing their pain, and 
three of four say they believe there is bias in how pain is diagnosed and treated. This project will also lead to a course at MSM to educate 
medical students on pain equity. 
 

10-22-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
 

Perspectives: Meet Grace Harry, the JOY Strategist 
Grace Harry has a great story including 30 years in the music business, but something was lacking from her life. It was something she'd not 
experienced since childhood. It was Joy. Harry decided to rediscover and embrace the joy in her life, and she wants readers to do the same. In 
The Joy Strategist, Harry takes readers on a journey to explore how to find joy, how to re-discover joy and how to feel true unfettered joy and 
incorporate it into our everyday lives. She coaches readers with her story and her toolbox of playful activities which include reconnecting with 
your "inner GPS," ceasing the war you've waged against your heart; cultivating your starting 5 or the community of people closest to you and 
breaking free from your ego by dismantling beliefs that keep your hopes and aspirations out of grasp. 
 

10-29-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
 

Perspectives: Understanding Jewish Culture 
The current war in Israel renews attention on the conflict between the Israelis and the Palestinians. I invited Rabbi Pinchas Taylor to talk about 
Judaism and its influence. During our conversation he provides a primer on Judaism, what it means to be chosen and the role of the Messiah in 
the Jewish and Christian faith. He explains the conflict in Israel is more than a battle over land and helps listeners to understand why Israel is 
fighting to defeat Hamas. 
 

11-5-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
 

Perspectives: A Night at the Opera with Jasmine Habersham 
The Atlanta Opera presents its first mainstage event of the new season with a new co-production of Giuseppe Verdi’s Rigoletto on Nov 4, 7, 10 
and 12, 2023 at the Cobb Energy Performing Arts Centre. One of the composer’s most celebrated operas, Rigoletto tells a poignant tale of love, 
betrayal, and revenge. We are talking with Jasmine Habersham who is singing the role of Gilda in the production. Habersham is a Georgia native 
who has performed globally including her international debut in this role. 
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11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
 

Perspectives: Is it time to abolish America's Family Court System 
In the early 1900s, America’s cities were teeming with immigrants whose children toiled in factories and lived in overcrowded tenements in 
neighborhoods plagued by disease, poverty, violence, and crime. In response, a group of social reformers embarked on a mission to protect 
children and mold them into productive, law-abiding citizens. Known as child-savers, these overwhelming white and well-off reformers laid the 
therapeutic foundation for family court. At its core was the Great Idea that judges would take the lead and provide, whether preventive or 
rehabilitative, personalized justice for the child. “This mandate to do good was never accomplished, not then and not now,” states Jane M. 
Spinak, a lawyer who has received numerous awards for her work on behalf of children and families. In The End of Family Court: How Abolishing 
the Court Brings Justice to Children and Families, she explores why the Great Idea persists, and how, 120 years after its inception, family court 
fails to do justice and often does great harm to children, their families, and their communities. 

 
11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 

Perspectives: Burning Out on the COVID Frond Lines: A Doctor's Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in the Pandemic 
On February 23, 2020, Dhaval Desai and his wife, Yogita, welcomed their new son into the world. With the arrival of Kaveh to join his four-year-
old sister Kaiya, their family at last felt complete. “A promising year lay ahead,” he reflected. Yes, it would be chaotic—both physicians, Dhaval 
and Yogita would now have to juggle two demanding careers with the demands of an infant and a preschooler—but nothing they couldn’t 
handle. Then, a new virus arrived. In BURNING OUT ON THE COVID FRONT LINES: A Doctor’s Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in 
the Pandemic Dhaval R. Desai, M.D., offers an honest account of his life, his work, and his state of mind and well-being from March 9, 2020, 
when he returned. after a ten-day paternity leave, to his job at a large Atlanta hospital, through nearly three years of unprecedented chaos. As a 
frontline physician and healthcare leader, a devoted father to a “pandemic baby,” and a member of an ethnic minority in the South, Dr. Desai 
shares his unique perspective on the importance of refuting misinformation, reinforcing compassion for all patients, prioritizing self-care for 
healthcare providers, overcoming stigmas related to race, gender, and mental health, and restoring the public’s trust in the medical community. 
 

11-19-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Celebrating "The Great Turkey Town Miracle" 
As the holiday season enters full swing, often conversation centers on the many Christmas-themed movies on television and in theaters, but 
what about Thanksgiving? Now in theaters is just that, "The Great Turkey Town Miracle," based on a true story years ago in California. Says star 
and Atlanta-based actor Cameron Arnett, it's a story of 5 loaves, 2 fishes, and 4000 turkeys. It is a story filled with universal themes of love, loss, 
parenting challenges, job pressures, family, faith and more. Arnett is an actor turned pastor turned pastor who is also an actor and he’s also my 
guest. 
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11-26-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Brandon Siler: Definition of a Leader 
Brandon Siler played college football at the University of Florida. His impressive pro football career included stops in San Diego and Kansas City. 
Today he's an entrepreneur, author, speaker, and mental health advocate. He founded Legacy Pro Sports with the goal of helping former NFL 
players who are unable to obtain NFL disability benefits. He shares his philosophy of leadership in the book Definition of a Leader. Using 
personal anecdotes, insights from his NFL days and revelations from his time as a Florida Gator, Siler says if you're "okay with being an average 
leader," his book will frustrate you. 
 

11-26-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Let's talk about community health 
Atlanta recently was named the 12th most fit city in America. Atlanta once was in the top 10 and Robert Bunch, CEO of Blue Cross Blue Shield of 
Georgia believes Georgia can work its way back into the top 10 when it comes to physical fitness. The ranking is based on real metrics captured 
by primary care physicians. As the holidays begin and communities enter into the traditional season of "eating, drinking and being merry," Bunch 
shares insights on how everyone in the community can enjoy the holidays without compromising their health. 
 

12-3-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The social, cultural, and political impact of LeBron James 
LeBron James is the protagonist in two very American tales: one, a success story the nation loves because it shows its benevolence; the other, 
the latest installment in an ongoing chronicle of racial hatred. He’s the poor boy from a “broken” home in a poverty-stricken neighborhood who 
makes good. He’s also the poor Black boy who makes good, then at the apex of his career finds that the N-word has been spray-painted across 
the gate to his home. Despite his unmatched skill, success and popularity, James has never been fully free from the entrenched racism and anti-
blackness in American life. His story, of both success and adversity, represents a larger story of how conflicts and tensions off the court always 
make it into the game and how athletes of color reckon with their ascent to fame while still living in a deeply racist society. In THE BOOK OF 
JAMES: The Power, Politics, and Passion of LeBron, my guest Valerie Babb offers a cultural commentary on anti-blackness in America using the 
NBA all-star, gold medal Olympian, four-time NBA champion, and four-time finals MVP as a sort of case study. 
 

12-10-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Speak Your Way to Cash 
Ashley Kirkwood struggled to get into law school. Her struggle was so real that she literally camped out in the admissions office until they let her 
in. She worked hard and transferred to Northwestern Law graduating at the top of her class. She tells me she felt unseen and underutilized at 
her firm. So, she quit a job paying her more than $300,000 a year to go into business for herself. Now she runs a law firm and a speaking 
business. Her book is Speak Your Way to Cash. 
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12-17-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Dealing with the challenges of infertility 
Infertility is a complex, heart-wrenching condition that, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, affects one in six couples. 
And while infertility is widely perceived as a “women’s issue,” approximately one-third of infertility among heterosexual couples is male-related. 
To aggravate matters, surveys indicate that more than 60 percent of people struggling with infertility do not tell even their close family and 
friends. With INFERTILITIES, A Curation curators and editors Elizabeth Horn, Maria Novotny, and Robin Silbergleid seek to break through the 
silence, shame, stigma, and isolation surrounding trouble with conceiving or bearing a child, while also demonstrating how central creativity is to 
grieving and healing. Through personal stories, vignettes, poetry, and works of visual art, this collection captures the anxiety, fear, frustration, 
anger, stress, and sadness familiar to everyone living with infertility. 
 

12-24-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The College Board launches an AP course in African American History 
the College Board has released the revised framework of Advanced Placement African American Studies, a course that covers an important part 
of American history, culture, and literature. Dr. Brandi Waters - Senior Director, Program Manager, AP African American Studies, College Board 
tells us AP African American Studies is a college-level, interdisciplinary introductory course that covers the history and experiences of African 
Americans in the United States within the broader context of the African diaspora. Through primary sources in history, literature, and the arts, 
students in the course will develop skills across multiple fields, with an emphasis on developing historical, literary, visual, and data analysis skills. 
Students will explore diverse topics such as early African societies and the roots of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, the Great Migration and the 
Civil Rights Movement, and the Black is beautiful movement of the 1970s. This revised framework will be used when the course is formally 
launched in the 2024-25 academic year. 
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
CHILD / YOUNG ADULT ISSUES  

10-8-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Even Leaders Need Coaches 
It's a simple fact. Even leaders need coaches. Archie L. Jones, Jr., a Morehouse grad, Atlanta resident, Harvard Business professor, author, 
executive and board director joins is my guest on the show. He's the founder and CEO of NxGen COACH Network, an organization created to 
help and empower the next generation of global leaders, particularly those in underinvested and underrepresented communities. He's just 
launched a new podcast - Training Camp for Leaders with Archie L. Jones. We talk about the goals for his podcast and much more in this episode 
of Perspectives. 
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11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Is it time to abolish America's Family Court System 
In the early 1900s, America’s cities were teeming with immigrants whose children toiled in factories and lived in overcrowded tenements in 
neighborhoods plagued by disease, poverty, violence, and crime. In response, a group of social reformers embarked on a mission to protect 
children and mold them into productive, law-abiding citizens. Known as child-savers, these overwhelming white and well-off reformers laid the 
therapeutic foundation for family court. At its core was the Great Idea that judges would take the lead and provide, whether preventive or 
rehabilitative, personalized justice for the child. “This mandate to do good was never accomplished, not then and not now,” states Jane M. 
Spinak, a lawyer who has received numerous awards for her work on behalf of children and families. In The End of Family Court: How Abolishing 
the Court Brings Justice to Children and Families, she explores why the Great Idea persists, and how, 120 years after its inception, family court 
fails to do justice and often does great harm to children, their families, and their communities. 
 

11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Burning Out on the COVID Frond Lines: A Doctor's Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in the Pandemic 
On February 23, 2020, Dhaval Desai and his wife, Yogita, welcomed their new son into the world. With the arrival of Kaveh to join his four-year-
old sister Kaiya, their family at last felt complete. “A promising year lay ahead,” he reflected. Yes, it would be chaotic—both physicians, Dhaval 
and Yogita would now have to juggle two demanding careers with the demands of an infant and a preschooler—but nothing they couldn’t 
handle. Then, a new virus arrived. In BURNING OUT ON THE COVID FRONT LINES: A Doctor’s Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in 
the Pandemic Dhaval R. Desai, M.D., offers an honest account of his life, his work, and his state of mind and well-being from March 9, 2020, 
when he returned. after a ten-day paternity leave, to his job at a large Atlanta hospital, through nearly three years of unprecedented chaos. As a 
frontline physician and healthcare leader, a devoted father to a “pandemic baby,” and a member of an ethnic minority in the South, Dr. Desai 
shares his unique perspective on the importance of refuting misinformation, reinforcing compassion for all patients, prioritizing self-care for 
healthcare providers, overcoming stigmas related to race, gender, and mental health, and restoring the public’s trust in the medical community. 
 

11-19-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Celebrating "The Great Turkey Town Miracle" 
As the holiday season enters full swing, often conversation centers on the many Christmas-themed movies on television and in theaters, but 
what about Thanksgiving? Now in theaters is just that, "The Great Turkey Town Miracle," based on a true story years ago in California. Says star 
and Atlanta-based actor Cameron Arnett, it's a story of 5 loaves, 2 fishes, and 4000 turkeys. It is a story filled with universal themes of love, loss, 
parenting challenges, job pressures, family, faith and more. Arnett is an actor turned pastor turned pastor who is also an actor and he’s also my 
guest. 

12-31-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: As the Sycamore Grows:  
A cabin behind a padlocked gate. No power. No phone. Only Revelation and a .38. A true story of abuse, loss, redemption and hope that winds 
from south Texas to a sycamore tree in Tennessee. Mike escaped his father's fists, but years later glimpsed himself in his father's casket. Ginger 
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named the sycamore tree for her son Trent. It grew slowly like independence. This is Ginger's story and Mike's, yet it didn't begin with them. 
Journalist Jennie Miller Helderman's harrowing narrative takes the reader inside Ginger and Mike's world. She interviewed both the abuse 
survivor, her abuser, family members, friends, and others, who knew the couple. In this special updated edition, Helderman revisits what has 
happened to Ginger in the interim and offers resources for those with violent partners. During Covid-19, cases escalated dramatically, because 
isolation from friends and family is one of the main tools in an abuser's arsenal of weapons.  
 
ISSUE & DESCRIPTION     DATE  TIME  LENGTH 
FINANCE / BUSINESS / TECHNOLOGY  

10-1-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: Conserving America's Wildlands: The Vision of Ted Turner 
Most know Ted Turner through his many well documented successes: founder of CNN; Time Person of the Year; winner of The World Series and 
America's Cup; former owner of the Atlanta Braves, TBS, TNT, MGM, Hanna-Barbera, and the Atlanta Hawks. His gargantuan land holdings are 
now the subject of a new book, a very big, new book. Conserving America's Wildlands: The Vision of Ted Turner is a newly published 
compendium of stunning images shot by Ted's photojournalist son, Rhett. The two million acres under Turner land management includes 
everything from alligators and mountain goats to wolves, grizzly bears, and migratory birds in flight. Rhett Turner, Ted’s son, joins to discuss. 
 

10-15-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: The Scarlet Veil and Believe My Pain 
The weather is cooler. Halloween is near and it's a great time to curl up by the fire with a good book. We start the show this week with a brief 
conversation with New York Times best-selling author Shelby Mahurin. Her latest book is The Scarlet Veil. It's a dark and thrilling vampire 
romance set in the world of Mahurin's Serpent & Dove series of tales. Next, we talk with Dr. Tabia Akintobi, Professor and Chair of Community 
Health and Preventive Medicine at Morehouse School of Medicine. MSM has partnered with the makers of Advil for the "Advil Pain Equity 
Project." It is a multi-year commitment to help address pain inequity and racial bias in the diagnosis and treatment of pain. The initial campaign, 
"Believe My Pain" tells the stories of people who've experienced pain inequity. A survey of 2000 Americans found that 93-percent of Black 
individuals report pain impacting their day-to-day life. 83-percent report a negative experience when seeking help managing their pain, and 
three of four say they believe there is bias in how pain is diagnosed and treated. This project will also lead to a course at MSM to educate 
medical students on pain equity. 
 

10-22-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Meet Grace Harry, the JOY Strategist 
Grace Harry has a great story including 30 years in the music business, but something was lacking from her life. It was something she'd not 
experienced since childhood. It was Joy. Harry decided to rediscover and embrace the joy in her life, and she wants readers to do the same. In 
The Joy Strategist, Harry takes readers on a journey to explore how to find joy, how to re-discover joy and how to feel true unfettered joy and 
incorporate it into our everyday lives. She coaches readers with her story and her toolbox of playful activities which include reconnecting with 
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your "inner GPS," ceasing the war you've waged against your heart; cultivating your starting 5 or the community of people closest to you and 
breaking free from your ego by dismantling beliefs that keep your hopes and aspirations out of grasp. 
 

11-5-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: A Night at the Opera with Jasmine Habersham 
The Atlanta Opera presents its first mainstage event of the new season with a new co-production of Giuseppe Verdi’s Rigoletto on Nov 4, 7, 10 
and 12, 2023 at the Cobb Energy Performing Arts Centre. One of the composer’s most celebrated operas, Rigoletto tells a poignant tale of love, 
betrayal, and revenge. We are talking with Jasmine Habersham who is singing the role of Gilda in the production. Habersham is a Georgia native 
who has performed globally including her international debut in this role. 

 
11-12-2023 6:00AM  12:30 

Perspectives: Burning Out on the COVID Frond Lines: A Doctor's Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in the Pandemic 
On February 23, 2020, Dhaval Desai and his wife, Yogita, welcomed their new son into the world. With the arrival of Kaveh to join his four-year-
old sister Kaiya, their family at last felt complete. “A promising year lay ahead,” he reflected. Yes, it would be chaotic—both physicians, Dhaval 
and Yogita would now have to juggle two demanding careers with the demands of an infant and a preschooler—but nothing they couldn’t 
handle. Then, a new virus arrived. In BURNING OUT ON THE COVID FRONT LINES: A Doctor’s Memoir of Fatherhood, Race and Perseverance in 
the Pandemic Dhaval R. Desai, M.D., offers an honest account of his life, his work, and his state of mind and well-being from March 9, 2020, 
when he returned. after a ten-day paternity leave, to his job at a large Atlanta hospital, through nearly three years of unprecedented chaos. As a 
frontline physician and healthcare leader, a devoted father to a “pandemic baby,” and a member of an ethnic minority in the South, Dr. Desai 
shares his unique perspective on the importance of refuting misinformation, reinforcing compassion for all patients, prioritizing self-care for 
healthcare providers, overcoming stigmas related to race, gender, and mental health, and restoring the public’s trust in the medical community. 
 

12-3-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The social, cultural, and political impact of LeBron James 
LeBron James is the protagonist in two very American tales: one, a success story the nation loves because it shows its benevolence; the other, 
the latest installment in an ongoing chronicle of racial hatred. He’s the poor boy from a “broken” home in a poverty-stricken neighborhood who 
makes good. He’s also the poor Black boy who makes good, then at the apex of his career finds that the N-word has been spray-painted across 
the gate to his home. Despite his unmatched skill, success and popularity, James has never been fully free from the entrenched racism and anti-
blackness in American life. His story, of both success and adversity, represents a larger story of how conflicts and tensions off the court always 
make it into the game and how athletes of color reckon with their ascent to fame while still living in a deeply racist society. In THE BOOK OF 
JAMES: The Power, Politics, and Passion of LeBron, my guest Valerie Babb offers a cultural commentary on anti-blackness in America using the 
NBA all-star, gold medal Olympian, four-time NBA champion, and four-time finals MVP as a sort of case study. 
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12-3-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The Art of the Side Hustle 
The growing prominence of hybrid work situations makes it easier now more than ever for people to earn extra money. The challenge in a 
thriving gig economy is knowing what to do and when to start. A new survey from Index by Pinger shows that 67% of Americans have a small 
business, have a side hustle or do freelance work. My guest is Steve Strauss, the small business columnist for Inc. Magazine. He says there are 
some side hustles that are more practical to start earning money right away with the least amount of money invested. We talk about the 
questions to ask before taking on another gig, corners to cut to save time, apps and hacks to save money and the low hanging fruit that you may 
not have realized you're qualified to do. 
 

12-10-2023 6:00AM  25:00 
Perspectives: Speak Your Way to Cash 
Ashley Kirkwood struggled to get into law school. Her struggle was so real that she literally camped out in the admissions office until they let her 
in. She worked hard and transferred to Northwestern Law graduating at the top of her class. She tells me she felt unseen and underutilized at 
her firm. So, she quit a job paying her more than $300,000 a year to go into business for herself. Now she runs a law firm and a speaking 
business. Her book is Speak Your Way to Cash. 
 

12-24-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: How to turbocharge your career options 
People do business and work with people with whom they have relationships.  Alan Stein, founder, CEO and Chief Accelerator of Kadima Careers 
argues the best way to find a job is through building relationships and networks, even though it makes people uncomfortable to ask a favor of a 
stranger.  His organization, Kadima Careers works with people to develop the skills and confidence they need to build relationships with people 
in the companies they want to join.  He challenges candidates to “embrace the power of questions like how can I help you, or who else do you 
know that I should talk with?  His group works to position underrepresented and underpaid candidates in better jobs earning more money. 
 

12-24-2023 6:00AM  12:30 
Perspectives: The College Board launches an AP course in African American History 
the College Board has released the revised framework of Advanced Placement African American Studies, a course that covers an important part 
of American history, culture, and literature. Dr. Brandi Waters - Senior Director, Program Manager, AP African American Studies, College Board 
tells us AP African American Studies is a college-level, interdisciplinary introductory course that covers the history and experiences of African 
Americans in the United States within the broader context of the African diaspora. Through primary sources in history, literature, and the arts, 
students in the course will develop skills across multiple fields, with an emphasis on developing historical, literary, visual, and data analysis skills. 
Students will explore diverse topics such as early African societies and the roots of the Transatlantic Slave Trade, the Great Migration and the 
Civil Rights Movement, and the Black is beautiful movement of the 1970s. This revised framework will be used when the course is formally 
launched in the 2024-25 academic year. 
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